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PRODUCT	INFO

DATURA	PLUS
WALL	MOUNTED	COOKERHOOD



DATURA	PLUS	COOKER	HOODS
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Accompanying your hob through the entire cooking process, a cooker hood is an essential part of
your kitchen. Häfele brings to you Datura Plus, a new cooker hood from its range of premium
appliances to enable highly efficient extraction in your kitchen and a seamless cooking experience.
Datura Plus is armed with the new Anti-drip Filtration System, which facilitates better oil/ grease and
fumes separation, causes lesser noise and is easier to maintain as compared to cooker hoods with
Aluminium mesh filters. This leads to a clean, smoke and odour free kitchen that not only improves
the ambience but also puts you in a good mood during cooking! This cooker hood comes with a
new oil collector with an eyelet view, a small transparent screen that keeps you apprised of the oil
status at all times helping you to time your cleaning accordingly. Also, guiding you throughout your
chopping, sautéing or frying is the LED Lighting Panel at the front of the cooker hood and the
electronic control display which makes operating Datura Plus a breeze. Available in two sizes 60 cm
and 90 cm, Datura Plus with its premium Anthracite finish brilliantly complements various hobs and
ovens from Häfele’s range of cooking appliances to provide a uniformity to your overall kitchen
appearance.
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DATURA	PLUS	COOKER	HOODS
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Datura Plus possesses a Feather Touch Control Panel with Electronic
Display which makes operating the cooker hood a piece of cake. The
display keeps you informed of the operation of the cooker hood.

The Oil Collector in Datura Plus collects excess grease from the
smoke that passes through the filters. With capacities of 0.8 L (for 60
cm model) and 1.2 L (for 90 cm model), the oil collector requires
cleaning less often. Moreover, to keep you informed about its status,
the oil collector comes with an eyelet indicator that lets you check the
level of oil in real time. The oil collector needs to be cleaned when it is
filled about two-thirds of the entire capacity.

The new Anti-drip Filtration System in Datura Plus facilitates highly
efficient and noiseless extraction. The rising smoke from the cooking
process is lighter and passes through the anti-drip filters while the
heavier oil particles settle down on the filters and through the curved
channels get directed down to the oil collector where they are
accumulated. Anti-drip filters don’t get blocked with oil/ grease
particles over a period of time which prevents dripping of oil back on
the hob surface. This also leads to less frequent cleaning of the filter
as compared to cooker hoods with mesh filters.

The Premium Anthracite Finish of Datura Plus
complements black hobs perfectly and fits in well with
modern and contemporary kitchen designs.

Datura Plus has a Powerful Motor with an airflow rate of
800 m3/ hour that enables the cooker hood to exhaust a
high volume of smoke out of any standard sized Indian
kitchen. A constant air circulation and efficient ventilation
is maintained throughout the cooking time owing to this
suction power.

The Linear LED Lighting Panel in Datura Plus provides
even cool lighting for your kitchen countertop without any
dark spots/ shadows on the cooking area. The lighting
works independent of the operation of the cooker hood
and hence can be used even while washing, chopping or
mixing spices.

FEATURES
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Function Description

Timer:	When	the	cooker	hood	is	working,	if	you	press	the	Timer	button,	the	hood	will set	a	timer	of	9	minutes,	
after	which	it	will	automatically	turn	off.	During	this	phase,	the	LED	display	will	indicate the	minutes	remaining		
(9..8..7..6)	decreasing	by	1.	You can	exit	the	Timer	mode	by	pressing	this	button	again.

Light: Press	the	Light	button	to	switch	on	the	LED	strip	light	and	press	it	again	to	switch	it	off.	Please	note	that	
the	light function	is	independent	of	the	motor/	fan	function.	

LED	Display:	The	LED	display	is lit	up	when	the	cooker	hood	switches	on	and	displays	the	speed of	the	hood	
while	in	operation	and	the	time	remaining	in	the	Timer	mode.	

Speed: Press	the	Speed	button	to	change	the	speed	of	the	motor. The	speed	changes	circularly	on	every	
consecutive	press	of	the	button	from	low	to	medium	to	high	and	back	to	low.	The	speeds	are	represented	
respectively	on	the	LED	display	by numbers	1,2,3…	circularly.	The default	speed	is	set	to	low.	

Power:	Press	the	Power	button, to	switch	on and	off the	hood.	
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PRODUCT	SPECIFICATIONS

Model Datura Plus	60	cm Datura	Plus	90	cm

Article	No. 536.80.262 536.80.263

Finish Anthracite

Motor 195	W

Control 3	Speed	Control

Timer	Function Yes

Airflow Rate 800	m3/	hr

Filters Yes,	Baffle	Filters

Noise	Level 58	dBA

Lighting LED (Cool	Light)

Energy	Efficiency A

MRP (INR) 25,790/- 30,590/-
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OPERATION

DATURA	PLUS	COOKER	HOODS

The	cooker	hood	should	be	placed	at	a	distance	of	650	mm	to	750	mm	above	the	cooking	surface	for	optimum	results.	The	maximum	
length	of	the	duct	should	be	10	feet	for	optimum	extraction	efficiency.	
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